
Revelation



Apocalyptic Writings

"Apocalyptic speech is lurid in its colours and very 
often violent in its tone. It strikes the imagination and 
grabs hold of the mind. Who, having read of it, can 
forget the seven-headed sea beast or the scarlet 
prostitute on its back?”

• –Jim McGuiggan (COC)

“Whose mind does not boggle over the falling of the stars and the rolling up of the heavens? Apocalyptic speech is vivid and easily remembered. It appeals to our imagination. It is the language of conflict and victory. It is the language used when God smites the oppressor and vindicates his people. It is the 
language of crisis if not of persecution.”



Symbols
1:1 John’s choice of “show” over “make known” is not haphazard but intentional. 
Revelation is full of symbolic vision and its interpretation is going to the means of communication throughout Revelation.
Painting a picture, not writing a research paper





Apocalyptic Writings

! Generally, when reading, the rule of interpretation is: 
Take it literally, unless forced to do otherwise. (E.g. 
when figures of speech are used.)

! In reading apocalyptic: Take it figuratively, unless 
forced to do otherwise.
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4 Mains Views of Revelation
Interpretive School Basic Approach to Revelation

Preterist Believe that the events of Revelation were fulfilled 
beginning in A.D. 70 with the destruction of Jerusalem 
by the Romans.

Historicist View the book of Revelation as an overview of church 
history, describing various times of persecution and 
tribulation.

Idealist Interpret Revelation symbolically, as a non-literal 
depiction of the battle between God and the satanic 
forces of evil.

Futurist View Revelation 4-22 as a prophetic account of actual 
future events, specifically focused on the end of this 
age.

-Because The Time is Near-John MacArthur

Preterists: see the fulfilment of the prophecy only in the downfall of the Roman Empire, the persecutors of the church. While they have correctly determined the historical context, they are in danger of relegating the entire book to the past. 

Historicist: The majority of these commentators have understood the seals, trumpets, and bowls as unfolding successive events of history in general chronological order. Christ’s final coming is usually seen as very imminent. Typically this view identifies parts of the Apocalypse as prophecies of the invasions of the 
Christianized Roman Empire by the Goths and the Muslims. Further, the corruptions of the medieval papacy, the reign of Charlemagne, the Protestant Reformation, and the destruction wrought by Napoleon and Hitler have been seen as predicted by John.

Idealist: Another school of thought makes no attempt to interpret the book in light of the past or see in it future events. The Idealists seek spiritual principles, ignoring history and prophecy. The idealist approach affirms that Revelation is a symbolic portrayal of the conflict between good and evil, between the forces 
of God and of Satan. The most radical form of this view holds that the book is a timeless depiction of this struggle.

The Futurist View
There are two forms of the futurist perspective. Both understand the visions from ch. 4 up through 22:5 as referring exclusively to a future time immediately preceding the end of history.

The most popular form is dispensational futurism, which interprets very literally and generally sees the order of the visions as representing the historical order of future events: (1) the restoration of ethnic Israel to its land (apparently beginning directly prior to the events depicted in 4:1–22:5), (2) the church’s rapture 
into heaven, (3) a seven-year tribulation, (4) the antichrist’s reign, (5) the assembly of evil nations to fight over Jerusalem, (6) Christ’s second coming, when he defeats the evil nations, (7) his millennial reign, (8) Satan’s final rebellion at the end of the millennium, when he gathers together unbelievers from 
throughout the world to fight against Christ and the saints, and (9) Christ’s eternal reign together with the saints in a new heaven and a new earth.

A better interpretation (I think) is that while the prophecies of Revelation have been fulfilled in God’s judgment on Rome, the book also points to the end of time. The punishment of Rome and vindication of the saints is a model for what God will do at the Judgment: punish the wicked and reward the righteous.



Revelation1:1
“The revelation from Jesus Christ, which God gave him to 
show his servants what must soon take place.

(1) “revelation” ἀποκαλύπτω  apokalyptō  reveal
! Luke 2:35 “…the thoughts of many hearts will be revealed…”
! 1Cor 3:13 “ the Day will bring it to light. It will be revealed…”

(2) “soon take place”
! 22:6 “The angel said to me, “These words are trustworthy and 

true. The Lord, the God who inspires the prophets, sent his 
angel to show his servants the things that must soon take 
place.”

! 22:10 “Then he told me, “Do not seal up the words of the 
prophecy of this scroll, because the time is near.”
! Daniel 12:4 “…roll up and seal the words of the scroll until the time 

of the end.”

Partial Preterist: 
1:1 “…what must soon take place.”
1:3 “…the time is near.”
22:10 “Do not seal up the words of the prophecy of this book, because the time is near.”
In Daniel 8:26, Daniel was told to shut up the vision because its fulfilment was a long way off.  (400 years)



Lenses for Revelation
Purpose

! God is SOVEREIGN and his children may be 
persecuted but GOD will be victorious, and they will be 
vindicated!

 Be Familiar with the OT

! Revelation has more Old Testament references than any 
other New Testament book. Out of 404 verses, there are 
278 Old Testament allusions by one count.  (Exodus, 
Daniel, Zechariah)

Symbols & Numbers

! Painting a picture, not writing a research paper



Numbers in Revelation

! 2-Strength, confirmation
! 3- God
! 3 ½ -Incompleteness 
! 4- Completeness, worldwide
! 5-human completeness 
! 6- Man, incomplete, imperfect
! 7- Completeness
! 24- 12 Patriarchs + 12 Apostles
! 12- Unity in diversity –God’s People
! 1000-Fullness and Completeness

Clearly this is a symbolic number. Of course, you and I know that this is a symbolic passage. 144,000 = 12 (the number of organised religion) x 10 to the 3rd (10, the number of man raised to the 3rd power, the power of the divine number). 
Rev 7:1-8; 14:1-5  
 
Revelation is full of numerical and other symbols, which are common characteristics of this genre of literature, called "apocalyptic." If your Jehovah's Witness friend wants to press the details of Revelation 7 and 14 literally, you can refute him by (tongue-in-cheek) insisting that: 
 
* Only Jews go to heaven. 
* No females are allowed. 
* No Jews from the tribe of Dan will be there. 
* No one who has experienced sexual intercourse is welcome. 
 



Revelation has one grand thrust. Comfort in the knowledge of 
ultimate triumph! It has an historical setting and deals with 

historical events. It is Rome against the Church – it is Satan 
against Jesus! The principles involved in the book – the 

principles of good and evil – are timeless. Truth will triumph 
whether in the first centuries or in these. Evil will wage an 
unceasing war with truth. The record of the victory of the 

Church of God over Rome stands for all time as a token of its 
deathlessness! Of the supremacy of its Lord; the truth of its 
doctrines; the strength of its hope and the reality of its joys.

-Jim McGuiggan, Revelation
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7 Blessings of Revelation
! 1:3 “Blessed is the one who reads aloud the words of this prophecy and 

blessed are those who hear it and take to heart what is written in it, because 
the time is near.”

! 14:13 “Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord from now on.” “Yes,” says the 
Spirit, “they will rest from their labor, for their deeds will follow them.”

! 16:15 “Look, I come like a thief! Blessed is the one who stays awake and 
remains clothed, so as not to go naked and be shamefully exposed.”

! 19:9 “Then the angel said to me, “Write this: Blessed are those who are invited 
to the wedding supper of the Lamb!” And he added, “These are the true words 
of God.” 

! 20:6 “Blessed and holy are those who share in the first resurrection. The 
second death has no power over them, but they will be priests of God and of 
Christ and will reign with him for a thousand years. “

! 22:7  “Look, I am coming soon! Blessed is the one who keeps the words of the 
prophecy written in this scroll.” 

! 22:14 “Blessed are those who wash their robes, that they may have the right to 
the tree of life and may go through the gates into the city.
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Exalted View of Jesus 
! Faithful Witness: committed to death

! Firstborn from among the dead: the first of His people to be resurrected

! Ruler of the kings of the earth

! 7 Golden Lamp-stands: 7 Churches—candlestick gave light in the tabernacle, 
the churches too are to be light bearers to the world. Jesus is among the 
churches as our great High Priest.

! Robe with a golden sash: Priestly garments—Jesus is The Great High Priest
—officiating on behalf of the people. Interceding before the Father on our 
behalf.

! Head & hair are white like wool & snow: Justice, Righteousness, Purity, 
Nobility

! Eyes like a blazing fire: The burning, piercing look of this one misses nothing

! Feet like bronze glowing in a furnace: Destructive power—dispenser of God’s 
Wrath—power to trample

! Voice like the sound of rushing water: Thunderous—deafening
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Exalted View of Jesus 

! Holding seven stars: the angels of the churches

! From His mouth came a sharp double edged sword: His Word is coming 
to pierce, cut, smite. Sword of judgement

! Face like the sin shining: Transfiguration—blinding brilliance

! The First & the Last, Alpha and the Omega: beginning and end.

! I am the Living One: dead but now alive.  The resurrected Jesus has 
conquered death and therefore now lives eternally.

! I hold the keys of death and Hades: holds the keys therefore He holds the 
power. 
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John’s Response & Comfort

! 1:17 “When I saw him, I fell at his feet as though 
dead.”

! “Placed his right hand on me…”

! “Do not be afraid.”

! 1:5-6 “…loves us and has freed us from our sins by his 
blood, 6 and has made us to be a kingdom and priests 
to serve his God and Father…”
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Letters to the Churches
! Ephesus

! Smyrna

! Pergamum

! Thyatira

! Sardis

! Philadelphia

! Laodicea
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! Intro/Background

! Positive

! Negative

! Consequence



Ephesus: Rev 2:1-7
! POSTIVE:

! They worked hard!

! They were hard on false doctrine...Quick to defend the truth, 

! They endured hardships

! Hated what Jesus hated—the Nicolaitans

! Known as perverts, decadents. Loose thinking, loose living, and just overall “loose”

! NEGATIVE:

! Forsaken first love

! CHARGE:

! Remember & Repent: do the things they did at first.

! CONSEQUENCES:

! No repentance: removal of the lampstand (church)

! Repent—Overcome: Eat from the tree of life in paradise
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Intro:
Christ’s introduction of himself as holding the seven stars and walking among the seven golden lampstands, which refers back to ch. 1, directly relates him to the problem of the Ephesian church. He is always in their midst and therefore is keenly aware of how they are living. 

Remove the lampstand: picture of what had happened… the lost of love was—seeking and saving the lost.



Smyrna: Rev 2:8-11
! POSTIVE:

! Disciples were facing hardships: Extreme Poverty; Pressure from 
Roman worship; Slander of the Jews (interesting take on those who 
claimed to be God’s people—Synagogue of Satan)

! Yet they were faithful! (Poor in this life YET Rich towards God)

! NEGATIVE:

! None!

! CONSEQUENCES:

! Faithful to the point of death—get the crown of life!

! Overcome—will not be hurt at all by the second death!
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Background: 
Deeply religious city
Center of Caesar worship
Lots of Jewish people

“10 days” 
-Daniel was tried 10 days (Daniel 1:12-16)
-Jacob tried ten times (Gen 31:7)

Expression for a period of trials & hardships



Pergamum: Rev 2:12-17
! POSTIVE:

! Remain true despite the “wicked” city they were in; Stayed faithful even while persecution was tough 
(Antipas put to death)

! NEGATIVE:

! Tolerating false doctrine: Jesus reprimands the whole church because “some” hold to false teaching. 
(Corporate Responsibility)

! Balaam: Balaam became proverbial for the false teacher who for money influences believers to enter into 
relationships of compromising unfaithfulness (connection between worship of false deities and 
commerce)

! Nicolaitans: similar to that of Balaam (“Likewise”)

! CONSEQUENCE:

! The church had a responsibility to cease tolerating this movement, to repent and to discipline its 
followers...ELSE Jesus would come and bring the sword

! OVERCOME:

! hidden manna (idolatrous feast is no substitute for a heavenly feast)

! White stone with a new name: new status/new relationship
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Balaam: compromised faith for the sake of material gain

Background:
Where Satan has his throne.  Built in 29BC, it had the oldest Temple of Rome in Asia, the capital of Emperor Cult in Asia
Original Augustan Temple—800ft up on a ledge jutting out from a hillside
Where Antipas my faithful witness was put to death

stood their ground externally  yet compromised internally

NEGATIVE: opposite of Ephesus



Thyatira: Rev 2:18-29
! POSTIVE:

! Growing spiritually! Doing more than they did at first

! NEGATIVE:

! Sin of toleration – Jezebel

! Followed a similar line to that of the Nicolaitans and the Balaamites.“so called 
secrets” abuse of grace???

! CONSEQUENCE:

! suffering for those who refuse to repent

! OVERCOME:

! authority over nations, rule with an iron sceptre, dashing them to pieces like pottery.

! give the morning star
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What’s wrong with being a part of a trade guild and attending the guests which offered sacrifices unto the gods? It’s harmless. Especially when you know that an idol is nothing.



Sardis: Rev 3:1-6
! POSTIVE:

! A few people have stayed strong!

! NEGATIVE:

! Just like their city...reputation of being alive—but are actually dead

! Fallen asleep spiritually

! Time of peace (no mention of trials, persecution, hardships, etc)— disciples had been lulled into a 
spiritual coma

! CONSEQUENCE:

! Coming like a thief

! OVERCOME:

! walk with Jesus, dressed in white

! name never blotted out of the book of life

! acknowledged before the Father & His angels
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Capital of ancient Kingdom of Lydia, ruled by Croesus
City built out of the side of a mountain
Very isolated—popular in times of war—empty during times of peace
Cliffs were meant to be the walls of the city—“impossible” to climb
Twice the city fell because of the pride of thinking they were ok—failed to watch—were careless
Pretension, unjustified, promise unfulfilled, appearance without reality, over confidence that lead to ruin. Promised much delivered little...Glorious city of the past, but now it was dead. It was careless and didn’t watch and so was taken by night.
Dead, but reputation of being alive.  Hence no opposition!
Will come like a thief



Philadelphia: Rev 3:7-13
! BACKGROUND:

! Jesus holds the key of David, so Christians are true successors to Israel

! Synagogue of Satan again

! “weakness” small in #

! Who are the true Jews/Israel?

! POSTIVE:

! Have endured, protection from the hour of trial promised

! Kept the truth despite opposition

! NEGATIVE:
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Laodicea: Rev 3:14-22
! BACKGROUND:

! AD 61 earthquake, refused Imperial offers of assistance to rebuild

! Had banking centre, medical school with ophthalmologists and famous clothing industry—

! Wealthy

! Famous eye powder: used to relieve eye problems

! Lukewarm springs—great for bathing, not so nice for drinking

! Knocking motif

! POSTIVE:

! NEGATIVE:

! Rebuked for being poor (wealthy), blind (eye salve), naked (clothing)

! CONSEQUENCES:

! meal with Jesus

! sit with Jesus on His throne
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Revelation 4- The Throne

Central theme: Throne of God 11 x’s in chapter 4
v. 2 “a throne was standing” fixed: God’s sovereign rule is fixed,permanent, and unshakable. He is permanent, unchanging, and in complete control of the universe. Considering what is coming this is crucial to understand. 

Isaiah 6:1
1 Kings 22:19
Daniel 7:9-10
Ezekiel 1:26-28
Jasper: Diamond
ruby: fiery red

Ruby & Jasper are the first and last stones on the high priest’s breastplate (Ex 28:17-20)

Balance: flashing light, fiery colours: wrath & judgement…Rainbow: covenant faithfulness (mercy & grace)

-White garments: symbolise Christ’s righteousness given to believers
24 Elders—12 Apostles & 12 Patriarchs

7 lamps of fire: 7 Spirits of God: Holy Spirit in fullness: Isa 11:1-3

sea of glass: something similar to Ex 24:10 “Under his feet was something like a pavement made of sapphire, clear as the sky itself.”

4 Living Creatures:Ezekiel 1:4-25,Ezekiel 10:15 Cherubim

full of eyes in front and behind: awareness, alertness and comprehensive knowledge
6 wings:  Isa 6:2 “With two wings they covered their faces, with two they covered their feet, and with two they were flying.”

Worship: in heaven



Chapter 5: The Lamb
! Scroll: Will (Roman wills had 7 seals) or a Contract

! Who is worthy?
! New player appears: The Lamb that was slain

! “the Lion of the tribe of Judah” Genesis 49:8-10
! “the root of David” Isaiah 11:1, 10

! The Lamb (passover: Ex 12:3-6)
! Standing alive—though looked as if slain
! 7 horns: complete strength & power
! 7 eyes: perfect & complete understanding and knowledge through 

the Spirit which goes out into all the earth
! Bowls of incense: the prayers of God’s people
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The Worthy one has arrived and will take back that which is His. Creation



Hymns of Praise
! Chapter 4: Creation

! Holiness
! Power
! Eternal

! Chapter 5: Redemption
! Christ is Worthy
! Purchased for God 
! Kingdom of priests

! serve & reign
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! 4 Living Creatures

! 24 Elders

! Myriad of angels

! All created beings

Chapter 5 Zooms in on the centre of the throne

10,000 highest number the greeks had in their language



Revelation 6- The 4 Horsemen

The first seal is opened and a white horse appears (vv.1-2). Thunder -- terrifying, sonorous, powerful -- sets the stage.
-The rider of the white horse resembles the horseman of chapter 19, who is Jesus Christ.
-The bow and the crown suggest military activity and political power. He is a conqueror, and will ravage the land (the Roman Empire).

The second seal brings a red horse (vv.3-4). The red horse is the color of blood.
-He is able to cause civil war. The relative calm of the Pax Romana will not last forever!

The third seal brings a black horse (vv.5-6). The black horse brings famine.
-A quart of wheat for an entire day's work (salary = 1 denarius) suggests hardship conditions. 

The fourth seal brings a pale horse (vv.7-8). The pale (yellowish or yellow-green, chloros in Greek) horse is death. 
-He is accompanied by Hades (the underworld, the abode of the dead, to which those afflicted by this horse will go).

Their authority is not total (only God has complete sovereignty).
The tribulation they bring is by sword, famine, plague, and wild animals. 

These are common divine retributions in the O.T. Havoc is caused both by man and beast.
The return of the wild animals suggests chaos, the loss of Empire.

Series of Judgments (or Plagues), progressively getting worse, trying to produce repentance…
In Exodus the people of God, endured the plagues, though protected
Seal 1
Seal 2
Seal 3
Seal 4
Seal 5
Seal 6
Seal 7 

Trumpet 1
Trumpet 2
Trumpet 3
Trumpet 4
Trumpet 5
Trumpet 6
Trumpet 7 

Bowl 1
Bowl 2
Bowl 3
Bowl 4
Bowl 5
Bowl 6
Bowl 7



Revelation 6
! Jesus is placed where He is to show that righteousness triumphs; 

that He is in control; that no matter how it looks, everything is 
subject to Him.

! The punishment of a fraction is to point out we don’t have a final 
and complete judgment.

! They were overcomers. They were given white robes (see 3:4; 
19:8). They were told to rest a while for vindication was coming.

!  This wasn’t written for a potential martyr so much as it was 
written for the living saint. If martyrdom was to take place, there 
would still be vindication. The end is not death. Should the enemy 
succeed in slaying the righteous, his voice rises even beyond the 
veil, against his murderers.
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Revelation 7

�28

Victory of the Saints



Good News
! 6:17 “For the great day of their wrath has come, and 

who can withstand it?”

! Chapter 7 will answer this question

! What kind of Victory?

! Strong connection with Ezekiel 9 (21:3-)

! 144000 & The innumerable multitude

! Feast of Tabernacles
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the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from trials and to hold the unrighteous for punishment on the day of judgment. -2 Peter 2:9

144000
Clearly this is a symbolic number. Of course, you and I know that this is a symbolic passage. 144,000 = 12 (the number of organised religion) x 10 to the 3rd (10, the number of man raised to the 3rd power, the power of the divine number). 

Women will be in heaven, not just men. And so forth...  
 
Revelation is full of numerical and other symbols, which are common characteristics of this genre of literature, called "apocalyptic." If your Jehovah's Witness friend wants to press the details of Revelation 7 and 14 literally, you can refute him by (tongue-in-cheek) insisting that: 
 
* Only Jews go to heaven. 
* No females are allowed. 
* No Jews from the tribe of Dan will be there. 
* No one who has experienced sexual intercourse is welcome. 
 
We see that the redeemed are (1) Jews only, though not from the tribe of Dan, (2) males only, (3) virgins only. In other words, unless you are a celibate Jewish male (not descended from Dan), you have no hope of heaven. I am quite sure my female readers would disapprove of such an interpretation, but 99% of 
my male readers would also reject the literalistic understanding.



Revelation 8
! 7th Seal contains 7 Trumpets, 7th Trumpet contains 7 Bowls. 7th 

Seal contains pretty much the remainder of Revelation.

! Silence: drum roll or perhaps delay 

! vv. 3-5 The Power of Prayer 

! The Trumpets:
! Many connections to the Exodus Plagues (Ex 7-11)
! 1/3 This is not “Armageddon” 
! Food, Commerce, Water
! Sun, moon, stars: Typical prophetic language (Isa 34:4-5, Joel 

2:10)
! Eagle: Woe!: those on earth vs. those in heaven
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trumpets are warning judgments giving the oppressor a chance to repent.
-As the judgments are ignored so the full wrath of God is to be poured out.

Sun, moon, stars: none of this was literally fulfilled. None of this was intended to bel literally fufilled. Picture of God’s attack on the whole world of the ungodly. Because of sin, the whole creation came under a curse—that which was to be man’s home and man’s servant is cursed. (earth-sea-drinking water-
mountains) Now the heavens. Everything is under God’s control.



Revelation 9
! 5th Trumpet, 1st Woe

! Fallen Star:

! key to the abyss

! brings darkness to the earth

! “The noteworthy thing in all this is, that the moral blindness brought on the world by 
the Devil is one of the punishments which God brings n the ungodly.” -McGuiggan

! Eroding of moral standards rotted Rome from within

! king/angel: destroyer 

! Twice 10k times 10k=200 million

!  vv. 20-21 Clear purpose & connection to the plagues in Egypt
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destroy is what sin does. a formidable opponent

Two instruments of punishment used by God: internal corruption and external invasion—yet there still is no repentance. How are they to be stopped?



Revelation 10
! A mighty angel & a message for John

! “Take it and eat it”
! Ezekiel 2:8-3:15
! Acceptance of the responsibility of proclaiming the 

message.
! The message & messenger become deeply united.

! Sweet as honey (Ps 19:10, 119:103): Christ is 
Victorious and the Church will survive

! Bitter: Bad news. Great suffering is coming
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Revelation 11
! Measure the Temple (Ezekiel 40:3-5): 

! Not the Jewish Temple but the Church

! 1 Cor 3:16-17 Church=Temple

! Eph 2:19-22 holy temple in the LORD

! Rev 3:9 synagogue of Satan

! Rev 21:1,2,9 New Jerusalem

! Separating the Holy & the common (Ezekiel 42:20)

! Exclude the outer court: Separate God’s people and the World

! Gentiles trample the Temple for 42 months: 1260 days (Jewish 
calendar 360 days) 3 1/2 years
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Two Witnesses (Rev 11)
! Two witnesses/ two lamp stands/ two olive trees

! Zechariah 4:11-14 Civil Ruler: Zerubbabel & Priest: Joshua son of Jozedek)

! Church is the candlesticks: Rev 1:12,13,20

! Church is priesthood: 1 Peter 2:9

! 1260 days of Prophesying: a period of time (time, times, and a half time)

! It is the period of the beast’s authority: Rev 13:5

! It is the period of the holy city being trodden under foot: Rev 11:2

! It is the period during which the witnesses prophesy: Rev 11:3

! It is the period the Woman is nourished in the wilderness: Rev 12:6, 14 

! It is the period the “little horn” persecutes the saints: Daniel 7:25

! A period of time that the saints are subjected to persecution but protected, suffering 
but sustained, victimised but victorious. �34

Why two? Confirmed and strong testimony
-1 Tim 5:19 no accusations against an elder without two witnesses
-John 5:31 & 8:14 solo testimony alone is invalid (Father & HS) as witnesses for Jesus’ testimony
-Mt 18:16 conflict resolution with two witnesses
-Jospeh tells Pharaoh his dream was doubled to establish reliability
-Moses & Aaron, Elijah & Elisha, Zerubbabel & Joshua, the disciples two by two (Mt 10:1)

Whats the message of the chapter?
The Church of God is to undergo persecution from Rome. Despite this the Church will all the while be sustained by the LORD.



Great City (Rev 11)
! City called 3 names figuratively

! Sodom: because Rome was wicked & immoral
! Egypt: because Rome oppressed God’s people
! Jerusalem: Rome was full of perverted religion

! Witnesses dead for 3.5 days
! Beast appears to win
! 3.5 days “dead dead”
! Broken 7: incomplete, unstable

! BUT Resurrected
! Just like their Lord
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Essentially this chapter has two visions with the same message.
A city over run but the inner sanctuary protected
Two Witnesses killed but resurrected 

Lesson is repeated again in Rev 12 & 13
12 the woman=church is forced to flee to the wilderness (hardship & testing) but there she is nourished
13 the beast is “given” authority but it is limited to 42 months

same message.

“ark of the covenant” vs “ark of His covenant”



Revelation 12  
The Woman & 
The Dragon

the heart of Revelation.
•The seventh trumpet sounded (the third woe) in chapter 11. 

•In this chapter the reader is transported to a celestial battleground for a glimpse behind the scenes. As Paul wrote, "For our struggle is not against enemies of blood and flesh, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the cosmic powers of this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the 
heavenly places” (Ephesians 6:12).

-Sun & Moon: two bodies that give light to our dark world
Victors Crown-12 stars: 12 apostles/12 patriarchs: corporate whole, one body the people of God. Both gave birth to the messiah and is the followers of the messiah.

-Tokens of Royalty—even defeated kings can wear crowns, only the victor gets the victor’s crown.

Looking to devour the offspring: Pharaoh & Herod—now Rome (all Satan)

Luke 10:18 I saw satan fall
Mark 3:27, Luke 11:21, Matt 12:28 strong man bound and his house plundered

Satan was defeated by Jesus on Earth & Heaven
-How do we overcome?

By the blood of the lamb
By the word of our testimony

not loving our lives so much as to shrink back

With seven heads and ten horns, this is Satan's present incarnation in the Roman Empire. (Seven heads are the emperors from Augustus to Titus, and the three horns are Galba, Otho, and Vitellius.)



Revelation 13  
The Beasts

•The beast rises from the sea (v.1). This Godzilla-like creature claims to have all authority.
• The same creature seen in 12:3 and 17:3, with its ten horns and seven heads, is Rome. The sea represents the chaos of the nations, who give their consent to Roman rule. Thus this beast is Rome in its political garb.
• The combination of leopard, bear, and lion points to Daniel 7:4-6, written six centuries earlier. Yet there the order is lion, bear, and leopard. Why? Because Daniel was looking forward, into the future, while John is looking back.
• Its apparent death-blow has been healed. The threatening beast lives again! 
• The blasphemies are those of emperor worship (v.5ff). The persecution would be limited in extent (the number three and a half once again), but still it would be severe. The stakes are eternal. Moreover, bad things will happen to the saints (vv.9-11).

•The beast rising from the earth (v.11ff) is also Rome, though this time in its religious clothes. 
• This beast resembles (like Christ) a lamb, though speaking like a dragon. See Matthew 7:15-20 and 2 Corinthians 11:13-15. Which lamb will the Christians follow, the Lamb of God or the lamb of Satan?
• It even works (false) miracles. The ancient Greek and Roman priests were famous for their ventriloquism, making it appear as if images of the gods were actually talking. Many other pseudomiracles were foisted on the unsophisticated.
• The image is that of the emperor. Failure to worship it mandates severe penalties (v.15). 
• Since the mark (v.16) is seen in a vision, it isn't a literal mark on the skin. 

• Without the mark, which is given only when people willingly worship the emperor, they are not allowed to buy or sell (v.17). (That is, it hits people in pocketbook!) Many would even be executed. 
• This mark parodies the Mark of 9:4 (which draws on Ezekiel 9).
• These marks are similar to the libelli of the third century, during the great persecution under Decius.
• The idea that they are silicon implants containing microchips with the universal bar code and linking us to a worldwide economic system is preposterous! (Click here for more nonsense.)

• This beast even has a number (v.18). 



Revelation 17  
The woman riding the beast

vv. 9-11
“5 Who Are Fallen…”
-Augustus
-Tiberius
-Caligula
-Claudius
-Nero (the beast)
“1 Who Is…”
-Vespasian (69-79AD)
“Will come for short 
time”
-Titus (79-81AD)
“beast who is to 
come…”
-Domitian (81-96AD)
(the beast resurrected)

•Who is the beast who was, is not, but will be again once it ascends from the abyss (v.8)? The explanation is given in verses 9-12. Rome was the city founded on seven hills (v.9).
•The seven kings (emperors) are: 

• The five fallen kings (v.10), Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Nero.
• The one who is, Vespasian, 69-79 AD
• The one who will come for a short time (Titus, 79-81 AD).

•What then about the beast who is to come (v.11)? 
• He is an eighth king. The Emperor following Titus is Domitian (81-96 AD), his brother.
• Yet he belongs to the seven. In Domitian (number eight) the persecution of Nero (number five) is revived.
• The beast was (Nero), is not (at the present time, the reign of Vespasian, when Christians were not persecuted), but will soon reign again (Domitian). Tertullian (c.190 AD) called Domitian "a limb of bloody Nero." The 4th century church historian Eusebius called him Nero's successor.



A Libellus of the Decian 
Persecution (A.D. 250) 

666
Microchip

or
something similar too…

The libelli were documents notarized by Roman authorities to certify that someone has offered sacrifice to their idols. In times of persecution these documents were accepted as proof that someone was not a Christian. Many of these libelli have been discovered in excavations in Egypt. 

To those in charge of the sacrifices of the village Theadelphia, from Aurelia Bellias, daughter of Peteres, and her daughter, Kapinis. We have always been constant in sacrificing to the gods, and now too, in your presence, in accordance with the regulations, I have poured libations and sacrificed and tasted the 
offerings, and I ask you to certify this for us below. May you continue to prosper.
(2nd hand) We, Aurelius Serenus and Aurelius Hermas, saw you sacrificing.
(3rd hand) I, Hermas, certify.
(1st hand) The 1st year if the Emperor Caesar Gaius Messius Quintus Traianus Decius Pius Felix Augustus, Pauni 27.



Revelation 15-19  
-the end of Rome



Revelation 20
! 1000: not a period of time, but a statement of bigness, 

completeness, totality (Army of Rev 9; Thousand hills of Psalm 
50; Covenant faithfulness to a thousand generations in Deut 7)

! 1000 year binding and 1000 year reigning is the same event 
from 2 angles. One from Satan’s binding—total defeat in 
Rome, one from Saints, total victory over Satan in Rome.

! v. 3 “set free for a short time” As Satan was defeated in Rome, 
so he will be defeated again. The devil was through in Rome. 
He will have another go, somewhere, sometime.

! What is his work? Deception v. 8

! What is the outcome? God has defended and vindicated them in the 
present crisis (Rome), and will do it again when the need arises.

�41

Lake of fire: symbol of total and irrevocable defeat



Jesus Returns

Dead Raised Living are 
Raised

All Appear Before 
Judgment Seat
Rev 20:11-15

2 Cor 5:10

Sheep Goats

New Heaven & Earth
Rev 21-22

Destruction
Rev 21:11-15

Hades/Paradise
Rich man & Lazarus

Luke 16

Mt  25:32-33

1 Thess 4:13-18



Popular but 
Improbable

1 Thessalonians 4:13-18
-Everyone will go to heaven…
-The dead are raised first 
-Those who are living will also be brought up 
-v. 17 “caught up”
Rapture! Latin word for “caught up” 
-Rapture will happen, but not in the sense that is taught in mainstream
-No Left Behind!

Tribulation? Time of trials on earth after the “rapture” 
Trials & Tribulation—used for believers in the NT



New Heaven New Earth
! Revelation 21:1-5 

! v. 1 “new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the 
first earth had passed away…”

! v. 5 “I am making everything new.”

! 1 Corinthians 15:35-55
! v. 49 “…bear the likeness of the man from heaven…”

! Resurrected Jesus: walk through walls, be touched, eat, etc
! v. 52 “…the dead will be raised imperishable…”

! Romans 8:18-23
! vv. 21-22 “…creation itself will be liberated from its bondage 

to decay and brought into the glorious freedom…the whole 
creation has been groaning…”



Destruction of Jerusalem- 70AD

Matthew 24-25



Millennium Mess 

Post-Millennialist 2nd Coming is post 1000 yr reign

Pre-Millennialist 2nd Coming is pre 1000 yr reign

Millennialist 2nd Coming will arrive gradually

A-Millennialist 1000 yr is not literal

Dispute about the 2nd Coming of Jesus and 
the 1000 year reign (Rev 20)


